
  

Extreme Energy Events

A (very) brief introduction
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Why Why 
Extreme Energy EventsExtreme Energy Events

It’s a long journeyIt’s a long journey
In time and space...In time and space...
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1932  Carl Anderson

the POSITRON

1933  Patrick Blackett 

and Giuseppe Occhialini

POSITRON-ELECTRON 
pair

1937 Seth Neddermeyer 
and Carl Anderson 

The MUON
Fotografia stereoscopica di uno sciame (P. Blackett & Fotografia stereoscopica di uno sciame (P. Blackett & 

G. Occhialini, 1933)G. Occhialini, 1933)

1927  Dimitry Skobelzyn 
pictured the first tracks out of cosmic rays particles



Nowadays the 
cosmic rays are 

fundamental 
tools to observe 
the far Universe 

in search for 
new Physics 
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Crab Nebula (0bserved for the first time in 1054 DC in China)

A supernova remnants after the death of an ancient star

There heavy elements 
are produced 
and cosmic rays 
are accelerated 
by shock waves

5,5 ly



Active Galactic Nuclei

100 kly
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Introduction

EEE is an extended and inhomogeneous array 
for the search of

Long Distance Correlations 
Extensive Air Showers

+ solar activity-CR relation
+ EAS study
+ CR anisotropies
+ climate-CR relations

Expected by several models

- Nuclei photodisintegration
- Massive Dark Matter
- topological defects
- many others ….



  

Introduction

Present status:

Total 60 telescopes

54 inside high schools buildings

2 at CERN

4 inside INFN and Universities

over a surface of 3 105 km2

covering 
10° in latitude and longitude

Mostly organized 
In 12 clusters 
for EAS detection

1 km 
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The Multigap Resisitve Plate Chamber (see M.P. Panetta talk) 

Same technology used for the Time Of Flight (TOF) measurement at ALICE 
(LHC)

6 gas gaps 250-300 μm

C
2
H

2
F

4
 (98%) / SF

6
 (2%) mixture

18-20 kV working voltage

24 strips per chamber, 2.5 cm pitch

The signal induced on the strips is 
the sum of the 6 gaps signals

The avalanche time is very short → time resolution
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The EEE station

144 readout channels

TDCs @ 100 ps (can be operated to 25 ps)

GPS @10-20 ns resolution
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The EEE station

Some EEE 
telescope 

installations
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Data Treatment

Data are automatically sent to INFN CNAF, reconstructed and processed by DQM

> 100 billions tracks
with χ2 < 10 
have been collectected
for analysis

χ2

Track rate
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E.E.E.

How to make a clever use of the
 DATA QUALITY MONITOR

(and understanding 
the path to a discovery) 
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OUTLOOK

Data Quality Monitoring (DQM)

Insights

The path to a scientific discovery is a long, arduous and intricated. 
Each step hides unknown sources of mistake.

Human inclination to crave for understanding the Universe is as well a 
strong source of will-driven mirages.

Let’s try to a make the path together, step by step 



  

Telescopes status

DQM

NETSTATUS



  

Run quality

DQM

RUN DQM

Good tracks rate χ2<10
Fraction of good events 

(with a good track)



  

Run quality

DQM

RUN DQM

Secondi dal 
1/1/2007



  

Run qualityDQM

RUN DQM

DQM histograms and alarms
Plenty of information 
not to be left unused!



  

Run quality

DQM

RUN DQM

HIT MULTIPLICITY
distribution

“noisy”
events



  

Run quality

DQM

RUN DQM

CLUSTER MULTIPLICITY
distribution

Single hit

Cluster



  

Let’s start to think what we need to come to a
measurement and (possibly) to a discovery

1015<E<1020 eV 

Tot ev / y = 
7.5 ± 0.5

stat
  ± 3.5 

syst
  



  

Two important parameters:
- the telescope efficiency

- the spurious coincidence rate

Insights

The efficiencyefficiency is 
the Probabilty for a 
MRPC to detect a 
particle. On a high 
amount of 
particles travelling 
across a chamber 
the efficiency is

Eff =

N of particles 
detected

------------------
Number of 

particles actually 
travelled through 

the chamber

The spurious rate 
is the rate of 
signals seen by a 
MRPC (or a 
telescope) NOT 
CORRELATED 
with a real particle 
passing through 
the MRPC.



  

A telescope WORKING POINT:
Efficiency

Dark Rate (DR)

Insights

Dark Rate & Efficiency



  

Spurious coincidences for a set of 
MRPC of a EEE telescope

Insights

Dark Rate & Spurious P(A∩B)=P(A)P(B) non correlated

Spurios coincs in MRPC 2 in ∆T
ν2∙∆T

Spurious coincs in MRPC 3 in ∆T
ν3∙∆T

Spurious rate:
 ν(doubles)=2∙(ν1∙∆T)∙(ν2∙∆T)/∆T

= 2∙ν1∙ν2∙∆T

ν(triples) = 3∙ν1∙ν2∙ν3∙∆T2

~3∙(2∙104 Hz)3∙(2∙10-8 s)2=
~ 10-2 Hz

Coincidences are fundamental tool to 
decrease the rate of spurious and 
allowing for the observation of real 

particles

MRPC 3

MRPC 2

MRPC 1

∆T~30 ns

DarkRate=ν1 (Hz))

DarkRate=ν2 (Hz))

DarkRate=ν3 (Hz))

The time window keeps into account 
Signal speed along the strips (20 ns) 
Time of Flight between chambers



  

Insights

Dark Rate & Spurious

N1 = v1 ∆T 

N2= v2 ∆T 

N1 x N2 Possible pairs

N1 = v1 ∆T 

N2= v2 ∆T 

N3= v3 ∆T 

N1 x N2 x N3 Possible 
triples

ν(Ntuples) = N∙ν1∙ν2∙ν3∙….νN x ∆TN-1

where N comes from the firing MRPCs



  

Hands on!

Dark Rate & Spurious

Try to:

- evaluate the spurious telescope rate as a function of N chambers per telescope
- evaluate the efficiency of a telescope as a function of N chambers per telescope

- make plots showing this two quantitites vs N

- study the good track/false triggers over 1 year of data taking vs N
---------------------Define a proposal: which is the optimal number of MRPC for a telescope? 


